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		Every Windows user has spent hours trying to figure out ways to optimize system performance. And each of those same users has most likely been frustrated by that process. Understanding Win 9x and tuning it to be more efficient, whether for desktop applications or video-intensive games, can be very time-consuming.This book gives you the tips and tricks you'll need to make your system run faster than ever before, and you won't find them in any Windows documentation. Do you really need Internet Explorer? Can you use an alternative shell that will give you a better Windows experience? Maybe you're wondering if you need a hardware upgrade or if you can tweak your existing system to work faster instead and save you a lot of unnecessary expense? Optimizing Windows for Games, Graphics and Multimedia will answer these questions and save you wasted hours of searching and experimenting on your own computer to find the practical solutions you're looking for.This book covers:

		
			General concepts of conserving memory and CPU cycles, processor speed, and disk optimization
	
			Speeding application launch times
	
			Utilities bundles and which one is right for fine-tuning your system
	
			Benefits of partitioning your drive and what tools you need to do it
	
			What to look for in uninstallers and how to use this valuable maintenance tool strategically
	
			Replacement Windows shells like Program Manager and freeware shells like EVWM and LiteStep
	
			Optimizing DOS sessions and Dial-up networking


	You may find other books that teach you how to be more productive with the user interface, but they don't talk much about system optimization. Whether you use your computer in a home or office for business or games, with Optimizing Windows for Games, Graphics and Multimedia you won't need to dig through hundreds of pages to come up with a small handful of tips. This book does that work for you and presents it in an easily referenced format.If you want to make the most of your time and your computer, this is a book you'll want on your shelf.
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Your Best Just Got Better: Work Smarter, Think Bigger, Make MoreJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Imagine if your best just got better every single day


	In Your Best Just Got Better, productivity expert Jason Womack teaches readers that working longer hours doesn't make up for a flawed approach to productivity and performance. Workers need to clarify their habits, build mindset-based strategies, and be...
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Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XMLApress, 2011

	Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XML provides solutions to the most common website problems, and gives you a deep understanding of web standards and how they can be applied to improve your website. You will learn how to create fully standards-compliant websites and provide search engine-optimized Web documents with...
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Mission Mars: India's Quest for the Red Planet (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	The objective of the book is to find an answer to the rationale behind the human quest for the Mars exploration. As a comprehensive assessment for this query is undertaken, it is realized that the basic question ‘Why Mars?’ seeks various responses from technological, economic and geopolitical to strategic perspectives. The book is...
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Building Web Applications with Erlang: Working with REST and Web Sockets on YawsO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Why choose Erlang for web applications? Discover the answer hands-on by building a simple web service with this book. If you’re an experienced web developer who knows basic Erlang, you’ll learn how to work with REST, dynamic content, web sockets, and concurrency through several examples. In the process, you’ll see...
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Interviewing and Diagnostic Exercises for Clinical and Counseling Skills BuildingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
This book contains twenty client profiles to use in practicing interviewing and diagnostic skills. Ten profiles are of adult cases ranging in age from eighteen to seventy (chapters 3-12). Ten profiles are of child or teen cases ranging in age from seven to seventeen (chapters 13-22). In addition to age, the twenty profiles vary in terms of...
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LPIC-1: Linux Professional Institute Certification Study Guide (Level 1 Exams 101 and 102)Sybex, 2005
LPIC-1 Linux Professional Institute Certification Study Guide
    Here's the book you need to prepare for the LPI Level 1 exams from Linux Professional Institute. This study guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates, and has been reviewed and designated as LPI Approved Training Material. In...
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